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Abstract
Porous materials are present in many natural as well as engineered structures. Engineering
examples include filters, sanitary products and foams while examples of natural occurrences
are oil reservoirs and biological tissue. These materials possess a strongly heterogeneous
microstructure consisting of a contiguous solid skeleton, more or less saturated with
fluid. The scale of the substructural features is normally much smaller than that of the
engineering structure. For instance, groundwater flow takes place at a length scale of
kilometers while the pores and channels where the fluid is transported have a length
scale of millimeters. Thus, taking the complete microstructure into consideration when
performing analysis on such structures is simply too computationally demanding.
Traditionally, computations on porous materials are performed using phenomenological
models, the simplest one being the linear Darcy’s law which relates the seepage and
pressure gradient. However, this thesis concerns the modeling of porous materials using
homogenization, where the macroscale properties are derived from the subscale. This
technique can either be used to calibrate existing phenomenological models or in a fully
concurrent setting where a subscale model replaces the macroscale material model in each
Gauss point in an FE-setting. The latter constitutes the so-called FE2 -approach. The
obvious drawback of FE2 is that the computational cost, while smaller than the fully
resolved case, is still high. Due to its mathematical and physical consistency, the method
used is the Variationally Consistent Homogenization method.
The ultimate goal of this work is to predict the mechanical behaviour of a two-phase
material consisting of fluid that flows through a deformable open-pore solid. An important
feature is that interaction between the solid and the fluid phases is taken into account. It
is required that the modeling is performed in 3D, since the solid phase in a 2D model of a
porous material is not connected and can, therefore, not sustain mechanical loading. The
issue of imposing periodic boundary conditions on a unstructured, non-periodic mesh is
addressed. Numerical results include the assesment of how the pore characteristics affect
the macroscopic permeability, comparison of solutions pertaining to the fully resolved
problem versus the homogenized problem, performance of weakly periodic boundary
conditions and the interaction of fluid and deforming solid.
Keywords: porous materials, homogenization, multiscale modeling, Stokes flow, Darcy
flow
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Part I

Extended Summary
1

Introduction

In general, most material makes the impression to consist of one single constituent. Yet,
if we zoom in sufficiently on the material, its heterogeneous microstructure is revealed.
For instance, steel consists of very small crystals in various orientations. Due to the
great difference in scales, the behavior of the material appears to be homogeneous on
the macroscale. However, it is in fact the microstructural geometry and the material
composition that determine the macroscopic behavior.
Porous media constitute a class of materials with a microstructure consisting of at least
two phases: the solid skeleton and one (or more) fluids. This class is of great importance
in many engineering fields such as geology and biomechancis. Examples are rock, bone
tissue, wood and foams. Engineering applications range from CO2 storage to filters and
insulation materials. Images of three different microstructures are shown in Figure 1.1.
The microstructures of glass fiber, human bone and clay (Figures 1.1(a), 1.1(b) and 1.1(d),
cf. refs [8], [38] and [37] ) are of random type while that of polyurethan foam (Figure
1.1(c), cf. ref [7]) exhibits a periodic microstructure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Microstructure of (a) Glass fiber (b) Human bone (c) Polyurethan foam (d)
Clay
A wide range of material characteristics can be found in porous media. For instance, the
solid phase can be of contiguous nature, such as a sponge, or consist of discrete particles,
such as sand. The pore system can be open, whereby the pores are connected, or closed,
whereby no channels between pores are present. Naturally, for a fluid to be able to flow
through the material, it has to be of open-pore type.
Indeed, the difference in length scales of the application and the microstructure can be
very large. For example, groundwater flow can be at a length scale of kilometers while
1

the pore space in which the fluid is transported is at a length scale of millimeters.
The traditional approach is to establish phenomenological models, whereby the difficulties
involved in taking the microstructure into account are avoided. Numerical values of the
models parameters are determined experimentally via, more or less standard, inverse analysis. An obvious advantage of phenomenological models is that they are computationally
efficient. However, as they are calibrated from experimental results they are less flexible
when it comes to representing the intrinsic physical properties. For instance, a change
of material composition, say from water to oil, calls for new experimental results and
possibly the use of another material model.
A more fundamental approach to modeling is to take the microstructural properties into
account through homogenization, whereby we choose to mimic a small piece of material
in what is known as a Representative Volume Element (RVE). This technique can be used
to either calibrate existing macroscopic phenomenological models, so-called upscaling,
or in a concurrent multiscale setting (FE2 ), where the RVE problem is solved in each
macroscale point. The RVE contains a geometric representation of the microstructure
along with solid and fluid material data. By imposing suitable conditions on the fields
within the RVE, we can compute the macroscopic response of the substructure.

2

Aim of research

The main objective of this work is to establish a model framework, based on homogenization, that is capable of capturing the complex behavior of a porous material, where
a fluid is contained within a deformable solid skeleton with an open pore system. The
model should be able to predict the response of the porous material in terms of pressure,
pressure gradient and deformation fields. In particular, to allow for deformations in a
porous material, the modeling has to be conducted in 3D. In order to achieve the stated
goal, the following subtasks are identified:
 Establish a theoretical framework for homogenization that relies on the concept of
variational consistency.
 Resolve issues concerning how to impose periodic boundary conditions on the RVE
for the pertinent multifield problem.
 Develop and incorporate a model based on subscale Fluid-Structure-Interaction
(FSI) in the theoretical framework for homogenization.
 Implement numerical algorithms in a suitable FE-software.

2

3
3.1

Subscale model - Fully resolved problem
Preliminaries

Since the deformation of the solid and the motion of the contained fluid is coupled, such
that the flow changes the geometry of the solid which, in turn, changes the geometry of the
fluid domain, a relevant subject is that of FSI [12]. There are primarily two approaches to
FSI; the monolithic and the staggered approach. In the monolithic approach, the equations
of the solid and fluid phases are solved simultaneously. In the staggered approach, on
the other hand, the equations for each phase are solved in an iterative manner until
convergence is reached. Monolithic solvers are more robust as compared to staggered
solvers, while the latter are less expensive in terms of computational cost. A comparison
of the two approaches is found in [10].

3.2

Decoupled problem

In this thesis, we study the quasi-static incompressible flow in the low Reynolds numbers
regime. This assumption is justified when the pores are small cf. [16]. We assume that
only two-phases are present: a solid and a fluid. The fluid is contained within a solid
skeleton that may be deformable or (in the extreme) can be considered rigid.
As a first step, we consider the case where the fluid-structure coupling is weak. This
situation is at hand when the solid is stiff enough not to be significantly deformed (i.e.
we employ small deformation theory). Hence, we only consider one-way coupling which
corresponds to making one single iteration in the staggered approach. In other words, we
compute the flow and the reaction forces on the boundary between the solid and the fluid
phases, which may then be applied to the solid.
Γint

ΩF

ΓF
ΩS

ΓS

Figure 3.1: Fully resolved domain with magnification of a small part of the boundary and
pertinent symbols
3

Due to the given assumptions, the model for the fluid flow is the Stokes’ problem given as
−σ V · ∇ + pI = 0
v·∇=0

in ΩF

(3.1a)

F

(3.1b)

int

(3.1c)

in Ω

v=0

on Γ

where σ V = σ V (v ⊗ ∇) is the viscous (deviatoric) part of the fluid stress, v is the fluid
velocity, p is the hydrostatic pressure, ΩF is the part of Ω containing the fluid phase, and
Γint is the part of ∂ΩF that separates the solid and fluid phases, as depicted in Figure 3.1.
Equation 3.1c is the no-slip condition which gives rise to stresses in the solid phase due
to reaction forces. In order to close the problem, we also introduce Dirichlet boundary
conditions, v = v̂, and Neumann boundary conditions tF = σ F · nF = t̂.
In order to compute deformation and stresses in the solid phase, we add the balance
equation for the solid phase, i.e.
−σ S · ∇ = 0

in ΩS

(3.2)

where σ S is the stress in the solid and ΩS is the solid part of the domain. Assuming
(for simplicity) elastic properties of the solid material, we have σ S = σ S (u ⊗ ∇) and the
pertinent Dirichlet conditions, u = û, and Neumann conditions tS = σ S · nS = t̂. In order
for Equations 3.1 and 3.2 to describe the coupled behavior of the porous material, we
impose the condition pertinent to force equilibrium as
tS + tF = 0

on Γint

(3.3a)

where tF is the (now known) reaction force due to the no-slip condition, i.e. the traction
computed as part of the fluid problem in Equation 3.1.
In the appended Papers A to D, the solid phase is considered rigid, thus, the resulting
deformation on the solid is not taken into account.

3.3

Fully coupled problem

When the solid phase is soft enough to be deformed by the flow, the strong coupling between
the two phases must be taken into account in order to produce reliable computational
results. In other words, the deformation imposed on the solid is sufficiently large to alter
the fluid domain and, therefore, alter the flow, which in turn alters the deformation of
the solid and so on. Naturally, as the deformations are considered large, we employ finite
strain theory. Here, we can choose to use either the monolithic or the staggered approach
discussed in Section 3.1.
An important difference as compared to the weak coupling is that the no-slip condition
now needs to take the motion of the solid into account. Therefore, the condition is given
4

as
v − dt u = 0 on Γint

(3.4)

where v is the absolute velocity of a fluid particle, u is the displacement of a solid particle
and dt u is the velocity if the solid. Here, we also note that the boundary Γint moves as a
result of the tractions acting on the solid domain due to the interaction of solid and fluid.
Iliev et al. [14] investigated the application of FSI on the upscaling of properties in porous
materials for both small and finite strains. They found that the result correlates well with
the solution obtained from Asymptotic Homogenization [29].
Some problems are ill-suited for homogenization, and a fully resolved model is therefore
necessary. This applies typically to problems that violate the Separation of Scales
condition, e.g. [26], [35]. Naturally, for sufficiently small macroscopic domains, the task
of solving the fully resolved problem is not a significant obstacle.
The fully coupled FSI-problem is studied in Paper E in the framework of a monolithic
solver.

4

Phenomenological macroscale models

The well-known Darcy’s law [6] gives the relation between the pressure gradient and
seepage velocity in a porous material. Darcy’s law is given as
w = −K · ∇p

(4.1)

where w is the seepage velocity, K is the permeability of the material, p is the pore
pressure and ∇p is the pressure gradient. The classical definition of w is the rate of fluid
volume flowing through a unit area of bulk material.
According to Biot cf. [3], [1], the stress σ in a saturated, linearly elastic, porous material,
is given as
σ = E : ε − αpI

(4.2)

Hence, the stress is divided into two parts; the solid stress, E : ε, and the intrinsic fluid
pressure in the fluid, p. The so-called Biot coefficient α measures how the fluid pressure
propagates into the solid.
In summary, for a macroscale model capable of capturing the FSI phenomenon (such as
described in Equations 3.1 to 3.3), we have typically the coupled pair of balance equations
−σ · ∇ = 0

dt Φ + ∇ · w = 0
5

(4.3a)
(4.3b)

where Φ is a storage term due to the change in pore space during deformation. Here, three
constitutive models are present: the stress σ = σ(ε, p), the seepage w = w(∇p) and the
storage Φ = Φ(ε, p). Typical constitutive models for σ and w are given in Equations 4.1
and 4.2. Assuming an elastic, reversible, solid constituent and an incompressible fluid, a
linear model is obtained as
Φ = φ + αε : I +

α−φ
p
KS

(4.4)

where φ is the porosity and K S is the intrinsic bulk modulus of the solid material phase.
Finally, we note that a dynamic representation of Equation 4.3 is relevant to rapid loading
and wave propagation, cf. [22] [2].

5
5.1

Variationally Consistent Homogenization
A model problem

The intent of this section is to briefly review the various steps leading to ”Variationally
Consistent Homogenization”. In order to focus on the essential features, without obscuring
the picture with unnecessary modelling complexity, we shall, in the following, consider
the Poisson equation with homogeneous boundary conditions as a model problem. The
strong form of this problem reads
∇·q =f

u=0

on Ω

(5.1a)

on Γ

(5.1b)

where q = −A · ∇u is the flux (for example, seepage or heat flux), f is a known source,
Ω is the computational domain and Γ = ∂Ω is its boundary. Furthermore, A = A(x) is a
second order tensor which contains material data, e.g. conductivity or permeability, and
is assumed to be rapidly fluctuating.
Upon introducing the solution space U = {u : Ω → R, u suff. regular, u = 0 on Γ}, we
may formulate the weak form in a standard fashion as: Find u ∈ U such that
∀δu ∈ U

a (u, δu) = (f, δu)

where the forms a (u, δu) and (f, δu) are given as
Z
a (u, δu) = (A · ∇u) · ∇δu dV
ZΩ
(f, δu) = f δu dS

(5.2)

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

Γ

In the present case, it is also possible to establish a variational format for the fine-scale
6

problem above. Upon introducing the potential energy
def

Π (û) =

1
a (û, û) − (f, û)
2

(5.4)

we note that the solution u of Equation 5.2 is also the minimizer of Π (û) on U, i.e.
u = arg min Π (û)

(5.5)

û∈U

and the corresponding stationarity condition becomes
Π0 (u; δu) = a (u, δu) − f (δu) = 0

∀δu ∈ U

(5.6)

which is precisely Equation 5.2.

5.2

Variational Multiscale Method

The Variational Multiscale Method (VMS) was originally introduced by Hughes [13] in
the context of the stabilizing the Galerkin method. A non-exhaustive list of problems that
can be stabilized using VMS can be found in Brezzi et al. [4]. The main idea is to split the
unknown function into a ”coarse” (smooth, slowly varying) part and a ”fine” (non-smooth
rapidly fluctuating) part. This is achieved via the unique hierarchical decomposition
U = U M ⊕ U S , such that u ∈ U can be uniquely split as u = uM + uS with uM ∈ U M and
uS ∈ U S . To avoid technical difficulties, it may be assumed that uS = 0 on Γ for any
uS ∈ U S (such that the boundary data is smooth). In the classical version of VMS, uM is
simply taken as the coarse scale FE-solution, uM = uM
h , on the coarse scale mesh.
Equation 5.2 can now be partitioned as follows: Find (uM , uS ) ∈ U M × U S such that


a uM , δuM + a uS , δuM = (f, δuM )
∀δuM ∈ U M
(5.7a)


M
S
S
S
S
S
S
a u , δu + a u , δu = (f, δu )
∀δu ∈ U
(5.7b)
Due to the linearity of the considered problem, we may rewrite Equation 5.7b as


a uS , δuS = (f, δuS ) − a uM , δuS

(5.8)

which shows readily that the coarse-scale solution uM ”drives” the solution of the fine-scale
problem. Without additional assumptions, both Equation 5.7a and Equation 5.7b are
global problems on the entire domain Ω. However, in order to reduce the computational
effort, the approximation is introduced that the fine-scale problem (Equation 5.7b) if
reformulated as a series of independent local problems on ”patches” comprise one or
more macroscale elements. In practice, these local problems are closed by, e.g., imposing
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions along the patch boundary. Larson and Målqvist [17]
suggest an a posteriori error estimate and an adaptive algorithm to minimize the error
introduced by the boundary conditions on the patches.
7

We consider the discrete equivalent of Equation 5.7 in terms of nodal variables as

 M   M 
AM M AM S
uh
f
=
(5.9)
ASM ASS
uSh
fS
Solving for uSh from the 2nd equation in 5.9
S
M
uSh = A−1
SS f − ASM uh



(5.10)

and substituting uSh into the 1st equation gives the coarse scale solution uM
h from

 M
M
S
AM M − AM S A−1
− A−1
(5.11)
SS ASM uh = f
SS f

where the part AM S A−1
SS ASM pertains to the contribution of the fluctuation field.

Although the original purpose of VMS was to achieve stability, it has also been extensively
used for coarse graining. In other words, one may use the solution on the subscale to
approximate the macroscale; however, without using any homogenization. In the porous
media context, Nordbotten [25] investigated a coupled Darcy flow of two phases. A similar
approach was presented by Juanes [15], where the two-phase transient flow of oil and
water in an oil reservoir was investigated. VMS was applied to Stokes’ flow by Liu and Li
in [23].

5.3

Computational Homogenization

5.3.1

Preliminaries

In order to set the stage for classical model-based homogenization, we introduce the
domain decomposition Ω = ∪i Ω,i , where Ω,i are the subdomains of predefined shape
and size. We also introduce the volume averaging operator as
Z
1
hf i (x) =
f dV
(5.12)
| Ω (x) | Ω (x)
R
Setting Ω (x) = Ω,i when x ∈ Ω,i . This implies that hf i (x) = |Ω 1 | Ω f dV for
,i
,i
x ∈ Ω,i .
As a consequence, any volume integral can be rephrased as
Z

Ω

f dV =

XZ
i

Ω,i

f dV =

XZ
i

Ω,i

"

1
| Ω,i |

Z

Ω,i

f dV

0

#

dV =

Z

Ω

hf i dV

(5.13)

The approach taken in classical model-based homogenization is to introduce finite-sized
Representative Volume Elements (RVE) such that there exist one RVE for each x ∈ Ω. As
the RVE is of finite size, the RVEs in two sufficiently close positions will overlap. Hence,
8

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: (a) Fully resolved domain (b) FE-discretization of the fully resolved domain
using one Gauss-point per element where the RVE-problem is evaluated.
we introduce the approximation
Z

Ω

f dV ≈

Z

Ω

hf i dV

(5.14)

Note that hf i is smoother than f and the smoothness increases as the size of the RVE
increases. Moreover, since the homogenized integral approximates the fine-scale integral,
the introduced model error is expected to increase with the size unless the microsturtural
features are statistically homogeneous in space (which is a common assumption in the
literature of homogenization).

5.3.2

Representative Volume Element

The concept of a Representative Volume Element (RVE) was first introduced by Hill [11]
and the basic idea is to use a small portion of the material to represent its macroscopic
behaviour. When used in periodic structures consisting of repetitions of a simple geometry,
the term ”unit-cell” is often used. As an example, consider the fully resolved domain in
Figure 5.1(a), consisting of two materials (dark grey and white). As the subscale geometry
is very complex, performing computations directly is quite expensive. Instead we choose
to conduct the analysis as shown in Figure 5.1(b)1 , where a coarse mesh is introduced.
We emphasize that the geometries of the four RVEs in the figure are exactly the same.
The size of the RVE is of great importance, since a too small RVE does not capture
the statistical properties of the microstructure and a too large RVE is computationally
1 The example given is for illustrative purposes only. The analysis of the problem at hand would
require both more elements on the domain and more than a single Gauss point per element.

9

inefficient. In other words, the RVE should be large enough to represent the material, i.e.
an increase in size should not influence the macroscale response. It should also be large
enough such that the dependence of the chosen boundary conditions of the RVE is only
minor. A generally accepted requirement of scale separation is that
lµ  L   L

(5.15)

where lµ is the charateristic length of the subscale geometric features, whereas L is the
typical length scale of the macroscopic domain and L is the characteristic length of the
RVE.
For a material to be represented by an RVE, it must be statistically homogeneous, i.e. the
microstructure must have the same statistical properties at two arbitrary points. There
are, however, ways to handle a slowly varying microstructure, as shown in [5]. For further
reading on the size of RVEs, we refer to [28].
Like in this work it is commonly assumed that an RVE is of cubic shape. This is, however,
not a general requirement and other geometries have been investigated. In [9], the use
of spherical RVEs is discussed; indeed, due to the lower surface to volume ratio of the
sphere, it is argued that the error introduced by the boundary conditions is smaller than
for the standard cube shaped RVE.

5.3.3

Homogenization - Macroscale problem

We are now in the position to replace the fine-scale potential in Equation 5.4 with the
homogenized potential
Z
1
Π (û) =
a (û; û) − l (û) dV
(5.16)
Ω 2
where we introduced the RVE-functional
def

a (û; v̂) = − hq(∇û) · ∇v̂i ,

def

l (v̂) = hf v̂i

(5.17)

The stationarity condition in Equation 5.6 is now replaced by the two integrated (global)
problems
Z



Π0 uM + uS ; δuM =
a uM + uS ; δuM − l δuM dV = 0 ∀δuM ∈ U M,0 (5.18a)
ZΩ



0
M
S
S
Π u + u ; δu =
a uM + uS ; δuS − l δuS dV = 0
∀δuS ∈ U S
(5.18b)
Ω

The next step involves (i) assumption of scale separation and (ii) choice of order of
homogenization. To this end, we introduce the global field ū(x) ∈ Ū for x ∈ Ω. We then
constrain the two-scale function uM (x, x̄) for (x, x̄) ∈ Ω (x) × Ω pertinent to a given
10

RVE, via prolongation of ū using 1st order Taylor series expansion within Ω as follows:
uM [ū](x, x̄) = ū + ḡ · [x − x̄]
def

for x ∈ Ω

(5.19)

def

where ū = ū(x̄), ḡ = (∇ū)(x̄) and x̄ is, typically, defined as the ”center of gravity” of
def

the RVE, i.e. x̄ = hxi . We also for brevity, introduced the linear operator uM [ū], which
may be inserted into the RVE-integral in Equation 5.18. We consider Equation 5.18a. We
obtain

a u; δuM = − hqi · δḡ = −q̄ · ∇δ ū
(5.20)

(2)
l δuM = hf i δ ū + hf [x − x̄]i · δḡ = f¯δ ū + f̄ · ∇δ ū
(5.21)

where it is noted that u = uM [ū] + uS and we define the macroscale quantities
def

def
f¯ = hf i ,

q̄ = hqi ,
Subsequently, we ignore f̄

(2)

f̄

(2) def

= hf [x − x̄]i

(5.22)

, since it is of higher order.

The stationarity conditions in Equation 5.18 are thus replaced by the expressions
Z



Π0 uM [ū] + uS ; uM [δ ū] =
−q̄{ū} · ∇δ ū − f¯δ ū dV = 0
∀δ ū ∈ Ū 0
Ω


Π0 uM [ū] + uS ; δuS =

Z

Ω

(5.23a)



a



uM [ū] + uS ; δuS − l δuS dV = 0

∀δuS ∈ U S
(5.23b)

Obviously, Equation 5.23a is the homogenized (macroscale) problem, which has been
obtained from Variationally Consistent Homogenization.

5.3.4

Homogenization - RVE problem

Next, we assume that it is possible to solve for uS from 5.23b in an approximate manner
by satisfying local problems on each RVE. Hence, we compute uS on each individual
RVE for any given ū ∈ Ū. In establishing the RVE-problems, we first note that it is only
necessary to know the value of ḡ (and not ū) as input, which is inherent in computation
of q(∇uM [ū] + ∇uS ) = q(ḡ + ∇uS ).
It is thus necessary to formulate the RVE-problems in such a manner that they are
”closed”, i.e. solvable, under the condition that the solution u satisfies
h∇ui = ḡ

⇔

∇uS



=0

(5.24)

This condition can be satisfied in two ways: (i) by embedding the condition (strongly) in
the solution space U S for u, or (ii) by enforcing the condition in Equation 5.24 in weak
11

form upon introducing a Lagrange multiplier.
In conclusion, from each RVE-problem, we obtain the solution u = u{ḡ} = uM [ū]+uS {ḡ}2 .
In practice, the RVE-problems are solved in macroscale Gauss points in a nested iteration
procedure between the macroscale problem (Equation 5.23a) and the RVE-problems in
the FE2 setting.

5.3.5

Macrohomogeneity condition

Let us introduce the residuals
def

R(u, δu) = Π0 (u; δu)

def
R̄ {ū, δ ū} = Π0 uM [ū] + uS {ū}; uM [δ ū]

(5.25)
(5.26)

whereby it follows that the macroscale problem can be rephrased as: Find ū ∈ Ū such
that
∀δ ū ∈ Ū 0

R̄ {ū, δ ū} = 0

(5.27)

Moreover, we introduce the macroscale potential

def
Π̄ {ū} = Π uM [ū] + uS {ū}

(5.28)

whose stationary point is defined by


Π̄0 {ū; δ ū} = Π0 uM [ū] + uS {ū}; uM [δ ū] + (uS )0 {ū; δ ū} =
def


R̄ {ū, δ ū} + Π0 uM [ū] + uS {ū}; (uS )0 {ū; δ ū} = 0

(5.29)

where duS = (uS )0 {ū; dū} is the sensitivity of uS for a change of the macroscale field ū.
We should now require that
Π̄0 {ū; δ ū} = R̄ {ū, δ ū} = 0

(5.30)

i.e. that the solution ū to the residual equation 5.27 is the same as the stationary point
defined by 5.29. The condition is obviously that

Π0 u{ū}; (uS )0 {ū; δ ū} = 0
∀δ ū ∈ Ū 0
(5.31)

where u{ū} = uM [ū] + uS {ū}. We may localize this condition to an individual RVE as


a u{ū}; (uS )0 {ū; δ ū} − l (uS )0 {ū; δ ū} = 0
∀δ ū ∈ Ū 0
(5.32)
2 Curly

brackets {•} indicates implicit function of the arguments
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or, more explicitly
− q · ∇duS



− f duS



=0

∀dū ∈ Ū 0

(5.33)

where we used the abbreviated notation q = q(∇u{ū}) and duS = (uS )0 {ū; dū} is a
sensitivity w.r.t. a change of ū. Upon integrating by parts in the first term in Equation
def
5.33, we obtain the alternative formulation, with qn = q · n,
Z
qn duS dS = 0
(5.34)
Γ

Equations 5.33 and 5.34 are alternative formulations of a local macrohomogeneity condition.
Its relation to the classical Hill-Mandel condition is discussed next.
To simplify the discussion, assume that f is smooth such that f duS  ≈ f¯ duS
(since uS  = 0). Now, insert this assumption in Equation 5.33 and consider
hq · ∇dui = hqi ·

dḡ
+ q · ∇duS  = hqi · h∇dui
|{z}
|
{z
}
=0
=h∇dui




=0

(5.35)

where du = du{ū; dū}, is the sensitivity of u w.r.t. a change dū ∈ Ū 0 . Clearly, the
condition bears a strong resemblance with the classic Hill-Mandel condition, which reads
hq · ∇ui = hqi · h∇ui

(5.36)

where u = u{ū} is the actual solution of the RVE problem.
Finally, we may interpret the derivation above in terms of the diagram in Figure 5.2.
Departing from the
 potential Π (u) in the left upper corner, we may arrive at the result
Π0 uM + uS ; δuM =0 in the lower right corner in two ways: (i) Establish the stationarity
condition Π0 u; δuM = 0 (left vertical
arrow) and introduce the split u = uM + uS {uM }

M
S
M
or, (ii) Establish Π u + u {u } and carry out the variation w.r.t. uM , while also using
the macrohomogeneity condition (right vertical arrows).
In [18], VCH is used to handle the problem of uncoupled consolidation and is later
extended in [36] where the coupled case is presented. Larsson et al [21] employs VCH
to study a non-linear transient heat flow problem. Nilenius et al [24] studies diffusion
of moisture and chloride ion in concrete using VCH. Öhman et al [27] uses VCH for
simulating sintering. Here, the subscale consists of Tungsten-Carbide solid particles in
a Cobolt liquid binder. Although each constituent is incompressible, the material is
considered as compressible on the macroscale due to shrinking porosity.
Finally, it should be noted that VCH does not inherently adopt the assumption of scaleseparation. It is thus possible to seamlessly use homogenization in only parts of a domain,
cf. [19][20].
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Two-scale
S0

Π(u)

u = uM + u {uM }

Stationary

Potential

Single scale

Π(uM + uS {uM })

0

Π0 (uM + uS {uM }; δuM + uS {uM ; δuM }) = 0

Π0 (u; δu) = 0

u = uM + uS

Π0 (uM +uS ; δuM ) = 0
Π0 (uM + uS ; δuS ) = 0

Figure 5.2: The figure shows two different ways of deriving the macroscale problem from
an underlying finescale potential, either by first introducing the stationarity condition
and subsequently the two-scale ansatz, or vice-versa. Identical results are obtained if the
macrohomogeneity condition, illustrated by the double arrow, is fulfilled

6
6.1

Summary of appended papers
Paper A: Variationally Consistent Homogenization of Stokes Flow in Porous Media

A possibly non-linear fluid is present in a rigid skeleton. Using variationally consistent
homogenization, a two-scale problem consisting of a Darcy flow on the macroscale and a
Stokes flow on the subscale is derived. The subscale pressure and velocity fields are treated
as implicitly dependent on the macroscale pressure. Prolongation conditions linking the
macroscale and the subscale is introduced such that the macroscale pressure gradient
and the average subscale pressure gradient is equivalent. It is shown that the periodic
boundary condition satisfies the Variationally Consistent Macrohomogeneity Condition.
Two 2D numerical examples are given. The first concerns the permeability of RVEs
containing circular obstacles. Obstacles of different patterns are considered as well as the
size of the RVE. The second concerns the macroscopic effect of the non-linear fluid on the
subscale.
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6.2

Paper B: A Two-scale Finite Element Formulation
of Stokes Flow in Porous Media

An iterative FE2 method is devised where the subscale problem is used as a constitutive
model. The subscale sensitivity pertinent to the macroscale tangent problem is discussed
for both linear an non-linear flows. On the RVE, periodic boundary conditions are used.
Two 2D examples are given. The first pertains to the evaluation of the macroscale
difference between a linear and a non-linear fluid being present on the subscale. The
second example aims at evaluating the difference of a fully resolved problem to a the
solution of a fully concurrent multiscale problem.

6.3

Paper C: Weakly Periodic Boundary Conditions
for the Homogenization of Flow in Porous Media

From the energy potential on a fully resolved domain, the two-scale problem is derived
such that an optimization (saddle-point) problem exists on both scales. It is shown that
the weak form of the problem is the same as that presented in Paper A. The concept
of weakly periodic boundary conditions for Stokes flow is introduced such that we can
impose periodicity on a non-periodic computational grid with periodic geometry. As a
result, unknown terms relevant to the required traction and flux along the boundary arise.
Upper and lower bounds for the energy in the strongly periodic solution is discussed. It is
shown how imposing strongly periodic velocity or pressure fields on a non-periodic mesh
in 2D, results in energetic bounds. It is also shown that in the special case of linear flow,
the upper and lower bounds of the permeability can be computed.
Two 2D examples are shown. In the first, the effect of Weakly Periodic Boundary
Conditions using global polynomials of varying degree as approximations of the unknown
tractions and fluxes is investigated. The second example discuss the impact of RVE size
on the permeability using the Weakly Periodic Boundary Condition.

6.4

Paper D: On Bounded Approximations of Periodicity for Computational Homogenization of Stokes
Flow in Porous Media

In this paper, we derive the two-scale problem from a potential on a fully resolved domain.
A proposal on how to evaluate the upper and lower energy bounds for the strongly
periodic case, using a special type of shape functions for the velocity and pressure fields
is given. As prescribing the shape of the flow periodically on a non-periodic mesh can
introduce artificial compressibility in the model, correction factors corresponding to the
shape functions are derived. The shape functions are constructed from snap-shots on
15

the boundary of pre-computed approximations and are termed Solution Based Shape
Functions.
Two numerical 3D examples are given. In the first, upper and lower bounds for the
permeability of the strongly periodic case is computed along with the permeability for
the weakly periodic solution. In the second example, we investigate the Solution Based
Shape Functions stemming from weakly periodic solutions of different approximation.

6.5

Paper E: Homogenization of Coupled Flow and
Deformation in a Porous Material

The main focus of this paper is the interaction between an elastic solid skeleton and the
fluid contained within. Starting from two separate problems, one pertinent to the FSI
problem and one pertinent to the deformation of the computational mesh in the fluid part
of the domain, a monolithic FSI formulation is produced. Special attention is given to the
apparatus handling the deformation of the computational mesh such that no additional
stiffness is introduced. Using the devised model, the Biot coefficient can be computed.
Two 3D examples are given. In the first example, we investigate how the Biot coefficient
changes with a prescribed total pressure in the RVE with various choices of bulk modulus.
The second example discuss how the seepage varies with different deformation modes of
different magnitude.

7

Thesis outcome
 In Paper A, a possibly non-linear Stokes flow is homogenized using the Variationally
Consistent Homogenization framework. As an extension, the fully concurrent setting
is introduced in Paper B. Numerical investigations shows that the results of the
homogenized problem correlates well with the results of the fully resolved problem.
 To deal with the problem of periodic boundary conditions on an arbitrary mesh, we
introduce the concept of Weak Periodic Boundary Conditions in 2D for a Stokes
flow in Paper C. In Paper D, the Weak Periodic Boundary Condition is extended to
3D.
 In order to evaluate the performance of the Weak Periodic Boundary Conditions,
we show how to compute the upper and lower energy bounds in Paper C for 2D.
For the same bounds to be computed in 3D, we introduce the concept of Solution
Based Shape Functions in Paper D.
 In Paper E, we introduce a fictitious elastic material in order to cope with the
problem of invalid discretization on the fluid domain in an FSI formulation. The
result is a monolithic FSI method with an incorporated mesh smoothing procedure.
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 In Paper E it is shown how the Biot coefficient can be computed numerically in the
limit of small deformations, i.e. for a linearized model.

8

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis, a first order homogenization scheme pertinent to a Stokes flow on the
subscale and a Darcy flow on the macroscale is presented. The two-scale formulation
is derived using the Variationally Consistent Homogenization method such that the
derivation start out from the fully resolved problem. A formulation for the case of flow in
deformable porous media is also presented. In the latter, the momentum balance equation
for the solid phase is also present on both scales.
It is shown that the boundary conditions used in the examples fulfills the Variationally
Consistent Macrohomogeneity Condition, thus, we ensure that no artificial energy source
or sink is present in the model. The boundary conditions used on the RVE are periodic
boundary conditions for the fluid and Dirichlet boundary conditions on the solid when
present.
In the context of phenomenological modeling of porous materials, a great number of
parameters concerning processes such as erosion, consolidation and sedimentation has to
be calibrated. This is a difficult and often expensive task due to the need of experimental
data. Thus, a natural extension of this research is to include these processes.
For very large deformations of porous materials the walls of the solid phase inside the
material will be subject to contact. Therefore, the impact of internal contact should be
evaluated.
A large number of applications, such as simulation of oil reservoirs, calls for the ability to
handle two or more fluid phases. This includes the simulation of non-saturated porous
material. This also implies that capillary forces has to be taken into consideration.
When evaluating solid materials, Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions pertains to
the upper and lower bounds of the samples stiffness. Here, the Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions pertains to the upper and lower bounds for the permeability. Some
problems arise with these conditions, for example, we cannot ensure global incompressibility
for the Dirichlet boundary conditions unless special care are taken concerning the velocity
profile. In order to evaluate the said bounds, this matter should be attended.
Due to the high computational cost involved in a fully concurrent multiscale analysis,
an investigation in suitable macroscopic phenomenological models, capable of capturing
the properties on the subscale should be executed. One alternative approach is to use
a sufficiently good phenomenological model to find a good initial guess for the fully
concurrent problem. Another suggestion is to employ some method of model reduction
(mode decomposition) such as Eigendecomposition or Proper Generalized Decomposition.
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